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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA 

NEWPORT NEWS DIVISION 
 

WESLEY J. QUISENBERRY, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of WANDA  
J. QUISENBERRY, deceased 
 

Plaintiff, 
 
vs. 
 
BORGWARNER MORSE TEC INC. et al., 
 

Defendants. 

 

Case No.:          4:16-cv-00126-AWA-RJK 

 
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS DEFENDANTS’ BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MO TION TO 

CERTIFY QUESTION TO THE SUPREME COURT OF VIRGINIA 

I.  PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

Defendants Kelsey-Hayes Company, Ford Motor Company, BorgWarner Morse TEC 

LLC, Navistar, Inc., Dana Companies, LLC, and Honeywell International Inc. (the “Automotive 

Parts Defendants”) respectfully request certification of a dispositive question of law to the 

Supreme Court of Virginia pursuant to Va. Sup. Ct. Rule 5:40.  

Decedent Wanda Quisenberry (“Decedent”) never worked with or around the Automotive 

Parts Defendants’ products.  As a mechanic, Decedent’s husband allegedly worked, at times 

between 1977 through 1984, with brakes, clutches, and gaskets which Plaintiff claims were 

manufactured, distributed, or sold by the Automotive Parts Defendants.  Plaintiff does not 

allege that Decedent was ever present when her husband worked with any such products or 

that she ever worked with or around any products associated with the Automotive Parts 

Defendants.  Rather, Plaintiff claims Decedent was exposed to residual dust from the 

Automotive Parts Defendants’ products carried home on her husband’s clothes while doing her 

husband’s laundry.  Despite her lack of exposure to any products attributable to the Automotive 
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Parts Defendants, Plaintiff alleges that the Automotive Parts Defendants owed Decedent a duty 

to protect her from asbestos fibers on her husband’s clothing after work.  Thus, Plaintiff alleges a 

“take home” duty. 

The Automotive Parts Defendants dispute that they owed any legal duty to the Decedent. 

There is no controlling precedent from the Supreme Court of Virginia, and no Virginia Circuit 

Court has addressed the issue of a legal take-home duty with respect to manufacturers, 

distributors, or sellers of products.1  There is also no consensus among other states that have 

considered this issue, although the majority favors the Automotive Parts Defendants’ position 

that no legal duty exists. 

The Automotive Parts Defendants therefore request that this Court certify the following 

dispositive legal issue to the Supreme Court of Virginia, pursuant to Va. Sup. Ct. Rule 5:40:  

• Does a manufacturer, distributor, or seller of a product owe a legal duty of care to 
the family member of a person who worked with the product when the 
manufacturer, distributor, or seller of a product has no relationship with the family 
member and the family member did not work with or even handle the product at 
issue? 

 
Huntington Ingalls Incorporated f/k/a Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock 

Company (the “Shipyard”) previously filed a Motion to Certify Question to the Supreme Court 

of Virginia (the “Shipyard’s Motion”). While the specific legal question proposed in the 

Shipyard’s Motion focuses on the alleged “take home” duty of an employer  rather than a more 

remote product manufacturer, distributor, or seller, the bases for the Shipyard’s Motion are 

equally applicable to the Automotive Parts Defendants’ position here.  And, the substantial 

similarity of the arguments and issues on the merits of the Shipyard’s legal position and the 

                                                 
1There is a split of authority among Virginia Circuit Courts regarding the “take home duty” with 
respect to employers and premises owners, although the most recent Virginia Circuit Court to 
consider this issue in that context held that no legal “take home duty” exists. 
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Automotive Parts Defendants’ position suggests that both proposed questions should be certified 

to the Virginia Supreme Court for briefing, argument, and consideration together at the same 

time.  The legal issue presented by the Automotive Parts Defendants is ripe for consideration by 

the Supreme Court of Virginia, and particularly so if this Court grants the Shipyard’s Motion.2 

II.  BACKGROUND  

Plaintiff is the Personal Representative of the Estate of the Decedent, Wanda Quisenberry 

(“Decedent”). Plaintiff filed the First Amended Complaint to substitute as the Plaintiff in this 

matter and to assert a claim for wrongful death. 

Plaintiff claims Decedent developed mesothelioma as a result of exposure to asbestos, in 

part, from dust released from the Automotive Parts Defendants’ products and brought home on 

her husband’s work clothes, which she laundered. Plaintiff alleges that Decedent’s husband was 

exposed to asbestos-containing dust while working as an automobile mechanic from 1977 to 

1984. He allegedly removed and installed brakes, clutches, and gaskets at various garages, 

including the Yorktown Naval Weapons Station.  Plaintiff contends that as a result of Decedent’s 

husband’s employment, she was exposed to asbestos fibers in the residual dust that her husband 

brought into the family home and automobile from 1977 until 1984. See Plaintiff’s First 

Amended Complaint at ¶2, attached hereto as Exhibit A . Critically, however, Plaintiff does not 

allege that Decedent was ever present when her husband worked with any products attributable 

to the Automotive Parts Defendants or that she ever worked with or around any products 

attributable to the Automotive Parts Defendants herself.   

                                                 
2 For the sake of brevity in the instant motion, the Automotive Parts Defendants have reserved 
the substantive arguments and authorities which show that they did not owe Plaintiff a legal duty 
until this Court decides the procedural issue of certification.  Should this Court grant and the 
Virginia Supreme Court accept certification of this issue, the Automotive Parts Defendants 
anticipate and would request that the Virginia Supreme Court enter a briefing schedule allowing 
the parties to present fulsome briefs as to the lack of “take home” duty. 
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Nevertheless, Plaintiff claims that the Automotive Parts Defendants are liable for 

negligence and breach of warranty for failing to warn Decedent of the hazards of asbestos fibers 

to which she was allegedly exposed from her husband’s work clothes.  Specifically, Plaintiff 

claims that all of the Defendants “failed to timely and adequately warn Mrs. Quisenberry and/or 

her family members of the dangerous characteristics and serious health hazards associated with 

exposure to asbestos dust and fibers.” Id. at ¶41(a). 

The Automotive Parts Defendants contend that they did not owe the Decedent any legal 

duty, and that as a result, Plaintiff’s claims against them for negligence and gross negligence fail 

as a matter of law. 3 

III.  STANDARD FOR CERTIFICATION 

A district court has two options when faced with an unsettled issue of Virginia law. It 

may certify the question to the Supreme Court of Virginia or it can attempt “to reach a reasoned 

conclusion as to what the Supreme Court of Virginia would decide if presented with the issue” 

based on existing Virginia law principles and decisions from other jurisdictions. Bank of America 

v. Musselman, 222 F. Supp. 2d 792, 796 (E.D. Va. 2002). 

The procedure for certification is set forth at Supreme Court of Virginia Rule 5:40. The 

Rule gives the Supreme Court of Virginia the discretionary authority to “answer questions of law 

                                                 
3 Before her death, Decedent filed a personal injury action in the Newport News Circuit Court.  
She later nonsuited her case, which was later re-filed and then removed to this Court.  Before the 
nonsuit in Newport News Circuit Court, Kelsey-Hayes Company, among other defendants, filed 
a motion in limine to strike plaintiff’s failure to warn claims asserting that it did not owe a take 
home duty to Mrs. Quisenberry.  While the Automotive Parts Defendants’ anticipate filing 
updated briefs on the substantive arguments before the Virginia Supreme Court (if certification is 
accepted), Defendant Kelsey-Hayes Company’s Motion to Strike Plaintiff’s Failure to Warn 
Claim Against Kelsey-Hayes is attached for reference as Exhibit B . 
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certified to it by . . . a United States district court” if two requirements are met. Va. Sup. Ct. Rule 

5:40(a). First, the legal issue certified must be “determinative in any proceeding pending before 

the certifying court.” Second, it must “appear that there is no controlling precedent on point in 

the decisions of [the Supreme Court] or the Court of Appeals of Virginia.” Id. 

Although certification is an “exceptional procedure” it can play an important role in the 

proper resolution of an unsettled issue of state law in a case pending in federal court. See West 

Am. Ins. Co. v. Bank of Isle of Wight, 673 F. Supp. 760, 763-64 (E.D. Va. 1987) (characterizing 

the certification procedure as “most welcome” and noting that it can be the “best solution” in a 

case involving an unsettled issue of law). The United States Supreme Court embraced 

certification of questions of state law to state supreme courts noting that in the usual case “it 

does, of course, in the long run save time, energy, and resources and helps build a cooperative 

judicial federalism.” Lehman Bros. v. Schein, 416 U.S. 386, 391 (1974). 

The Third Circuit Court of Appeals invoked the Virginia certification procedure in Kiser 

v. A.W. Chesterton, No. 11-1986 (Certification Order, April 23, 2012), attached hereto as 

Exhibit C . Kiser presented the federal court with an unsettled issue of Virginia law concerning 

the statute of limitations in an asbestos case. The Third Circuit certified the question to the 

Supreme Court of Virginia citing the importance of the issue presented and the lack of any 

controlling precedent. The Supreme Court of Virginia answered the certified question, which 

ultimately resulted in dismissal of the plaintiff’s case. 

Courts consider several factors in determining whether to certify a question to a state 

supreme court. These factors include whether the issue of law “(i) is dispositive and centrally 

important to the case; (ii) is unlikely to be settled, rendered moot or altered by factual 

development or litigation; and (iii) is not uniformly and sensibly settled in other jurisdictions.” 
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Musselman, 222 F. Supp. 2d at 797. The courts also consider the time and expense to the parties 

and the judiciary if certification is or is not granted. West American Ins. Co., 673 F. Supp. at 764. 

These factors all weigh in favor of certification in the instant case. 

IV.  DISCUSSION 

The arguments set forth in the Shipyard’s Brief in Support of Its Motion to Certify 

Question to the Supreme Court of Virginia (the “Shipyard’s Brief”) are applicable to the 

Automotive Parts Defendants. Accordingly, and in the interest of brevity, the Automotive Parts 

Defendants adopt and incorporate the Shipyard’s Brief.  The arguments are outlined and 

addressed briefly below. 

A. This Court Should Certify The Duty Issue To The Supreme Court of Virginia 
Under Rule 5:40. 

The duty issue in this case satisfies both requirements for certification under Rule 5:40. 

The duty issue is (1) determinative of the proceeding, and (2) there is no controlling Supreme 

Court of Virginia or Court of Appeals precedent. 

1. It is clear under Virginia law that the “finding of a legal duty” is a “prerequisite to 

a finding of negligence.” Jeld-Wen, Inc. v. Gamble, 501 S.E.2d 393, 397 (Va. 1998). “Without a 

legal duty there can be no cause of action for an injury.” Id. at 396. Thus, the question of whether 

the Automotive Parts Defendants owed the Decedent – a household member of a person who 

allegedly worked with their products outside of the home – any duty in this case is determinative. 

See Shipyard’s Brief at 5-6. If the Supreme Court holds, as expected, that the Automotive Parts 

Defendants did not owe a legal duty to the Decedent, then Plaintiff’s negligence claims against 

the Automotive Parts Defendants will be subject to immediate dismissal. 

2. There is no controlling Virginia precedent on this issue from the Supreme Court 

or Court of Appeals of Virginia.  There are split opinions from Virginia Circuit Courts addressing 
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the “take home” duty issue in the context of employers and premises owners.  There is no 

Virginia Circuit Court decision addressing the “take home” duty issue related to product 

manufacturers, distributors, or sellers in the instant context. See also Shipyard’s Brief at 6-7.  

B. The Discretionary Factors Weigh In Favor Of Certification As The “Best 
Solution” To Resolve The Duty Issue. 

As stated more fully in the Shipyard’s Brief, the discretionary factors weigh in favor of 

certifying the question presented in the instant Motion. 

1. The duty issue is dispositive and centrally important to the case. For the 

reasons discussed above, the duty issue is “dispositive” and “centrally important” to Plaintiff’s 

negligence claims against the Automotive Parts Defendants. If there is no duty, the negligence 

claims fail as a matter of law. See Shipyard’s Brief at 8. 

2. The duty issue is not likely to be resolved, rendered moot or altered by 

factual development or litigation. The issue of whether the Automotive Parts Defendants owed 

the Decedent a duty – a threshold requirement for any negligence claim – is a pure issue of law. 

No discovery or other case development is going to render the issue moot. See Shipyard’s Brief 

at 8. 

3. There is no clear rule on the duty issue from other jurisdictions . Several 

courts around the country have considered the “take home” duty question in the context of 

manufacturers and employers, the majority of which have declined to recognize the duty alleged. 

However, some courts in other jurisdictions reached different results, typically based on a 

foreseeability analysis that the Shipyard and Automotive Parts Defendants contend is contrary to 

Virginia law. Thus, there is no clear and consistent rule emerging from outside of Virginia. See 

Shipyard’s Brief at 8-9. 
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4. Certification of the Automotive Parts Defendants’ proposed question will 

conserve party and judicial resources. The duty issue is dispositive of the Plaintiff’s 

negligence claims against both the Shipyard and the Automotive Parts Defendants. A definitive 

ruling on the issue may allow the parties – and this Court – to avoid the unnecessary expense and 

burden of additional discovery, expert disclosures and depositions, and trial. See Shipyard’s Brief 

at 9-10. 

V. CONCLUSION 

For the reasons stated above, the Court should grant the Automotive Parts Defendants’ 

Motion to Certify Question to the Supreme Court of Virginia. 

 
KELSEY-HAYES COMPANY 

 
 
      By:  /s/Kevin P. Greene          
      Bruce T. Bishop (VSB #16029) 
      Kevin P. Greene (VSB #48334) 
      Michele F. Dallman (VSB #83874) 
      WILLCOX & SAVAGE, P.C. 
      440 Monticello Avenue, Suite 2200 
      Norfolk, Virginia 23150 
      Telephone:  (757) 628-5500 
      Facsimile:  (757) 628-5566 
      kgreene@wilsav.com  
      Counsel for Defendant Kelsey-Hayes Company 
 

FORD MOTOR COMPANY 
      Seen and Agreed: 
 

By: /s/Sandra Ezell      
Sandra Ezell, Esq. (VSB#42176) 
BOWMAN & BROOKE, L.L.P. 
One James Center 
901 E. Cary St., Suite 1650 
Richmond, VA 23219-4030 
Telephone:  (804) 649-8200 
Facsimile: (804) 649-1762 
sezell@bowmanandbrooke.com 
Counsel for Ford Motor Company 
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BORGWARNER MORSE TEC, LLC 
Seen and Agreed: 
 
By: /s/Christopher J. Wiemken 
Christopher J. Wiemken, Esq. (VSB#43299) 
TAYLOR & WALKER, P.C. 
P.O. Box 3490 
Norfolk, VA 23514-3490 
Telephone: (757) 625-7300 
Facsimile: (757) 625-1504 
cwiemken@taylorwalkerlaw.com 
Counsel for BorgWarner Morse TEC, LLP 
 
NAVISTAR, INC. 
Seen and Agreed: 
 
By: /s/Martin A. Conn   
Martin A. Conn, Esq. (VSB# 39133) 
Eric Reeves, Esq. (VSB# 38149) 
MORAN, REEVES & CONN, P.C. 
100 Shockhoe Slip, 4th Floor 
Richmond, VA 23219 
Telephone: (804) 4846 
Facsimile: (804) 864-9418 
mrc@moranreevesconn.com 
Counsel for Navistar, Inc. 
 
DANA COMPANIES, LLC 
Seen and Agreed: 
 
By:/s/Vincent J. Palmiotto 
Vincent J. Palmiotto, Esq. (VSB# 91200) 
DEHAY & ELLISTON, LLP 
36 S. Charles St., Suite 1400 
Baltimore, MD  21201 
Telephone: (410) 783-7022 
Facsimile: (410) 783-7221 
vpalmiotto@dehay.com 
Counsel for Dana Companies, LLC 
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HONEYWELL INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
Seen and Agreed: 
 
By:/s/ Lynn K. Brugh, IV 
Lynn K. Brugh, IV, Esq. (VSB# 36778) 
WILLIAMS MULLEN, P.C. 
200 South 10th Street, #1600 
P.O. Box 1320-23218 
Richmond, VA 23219 
Telephone: (804) 420-6461 
Facsimile: (804) 420-6507 
lbrugh@williamsmullen.com 
Counsel for Honeywell international, Inc. 
 
        

 
 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 

 I hereby certify that on this 8th day of August, 2017, a true and accurate copy of the 

foregoing was filed electronically with the Clerk of the Court using the CM/ECF system which 

will notify all counsel of record of this filing  via NEF. 

 
      /s/ Kevin P. Greene             
      Bruce T. Bishop (VSB #16029) 
      Kevin P. Greene (VSB #48334) 
      Michele F. Dallman (VSB #83874) 
      WILLCOX & SAVAGE, P.C. 
      440 Monticello Avenue, Suite 2200 
      Norfolk, Virginia 23150 
      Telephone:  (757) 628-5500 
      Facsimile:  (757) 628-5566 
      kgreene@wilsav.com  
      Counsel for Defendant Kelsey-Hayes Company 
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